Set shorter backup and
recovery windows with a
Dell EMC Integrated Data
Protection Appliance solution
We measured backup completion times of a virtual machine environment for 14
simulated days (starting with 100 VMs on day one and adding 100 VMs each
day to 1,000 VMs on day 10). We completed this scenario on two solutions:
A Dell EMC™ Integrated Data Protection Appliance (IDPA) DP8800 solution
A similarly sized solution from a key competitor we call “Vendor Z”

A Dell EMC IDPA solution allows you to set shorter backup windows
In this section, we use bar charts to represent the amount of time the solutions needed to perform backups. Because the total and average
times vary, we use two different scales in the two following bar charts.
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VM environment backups
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Save space for the future with a Dell EMC IDPA solution
Cumulative consumed physical storage for the data each solution backed up
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Restore instant-access VMs up to 12x faster
Average time to complete an instant access
restore of 10 concurrently active VMs
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Read our full report on how using a Dell EMC IDPA solution can help your organization:
Recover data more
quickly to minimize
disruptions to application
performance and
user access

Meet service level
agreements (SLAs)

Reduce CapEx on
storage over time by
consuming less physical
storage space

Learn more at http://facts.pt/vgukZoo
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*For brevity, we rounded times down to the minute after calculating the differences.
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